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1. Personal Information

   Name: Laura J. Dugan
   Department: Department of Criminology and Criminal Justice, University of Maryland
   Rank: Professor (2014-present)
   Year of University Appointment to Current Rank: 2014

Education

1999 Ph.D. Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh PA
   H. John Heinz III School of Public Policy and Management
   Dissertation, “The Impact of Policies, Programs, and Other Exposure Reducing Factors on Intimate Partner Homicide”
   Advisor: Daniel S. Nagin

1998 M.S. Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA
   Department of Statistics

1995 M.S. Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA
   H. John Heinz III School of Public Policy and Management

1987 B.F.A. Edinboro University of Pennsylvania, Edinboro, PA
   Applied Media Arts, Magna Cum Laude

Employment Background

Department of Criminology and Criminal Justice, University of Maryland
   Professor: 2014-present
   Associate Professor: 2007-2014
   Assistant Professor: 2001-2007

   Associate Chair: 2018-present

Department of Criminal Justice, Georgia State University
   Assistant Professor: 1999-2001
2. **Research, Scholarly, and Creative Activities**

*= University of Maryland current or former graduate student

**a. Books**


**b. Chapters in Books**


c. Articles in Referred Journals


d. Other Published Reports


e. Government Reports


f. Works in Progress

75. “Emboldenment or Threat: The Effects of Political Power on Violent Hate Crimes” with Erica Chenoweth (redrafting)

76. “Global Terrorism and Armed Conflict” with Gary LaFree and Michael Fuerstenberg (under review)

77. “Mitigating Further Harm: The importance of Governments’ Response to Natural Disasters to Reduce Terrorist Risk in the Philippines, Turkey, and the United Kingdom,” with Daren Fisher (redrafting)

78. “Crime, Politics, Ethnicity, Gender, and Power in Transnational and Comparative Perspective,” with Michael Distler* and Victor Asal (redrafting)

79. “Rethinking Counterterrorism: Evidence from Israel,” with Erica Chenoweth (redrafting)

80. “Relative Deprivation, Rational Choice, and Abortion Clinic Violence in the United States, 1976 to 2005,” with Bradley Bartholomew* and Gary LaFree (redrafting)


g. Talks, Abstracts, and Other Papers Presented

L. Dugan is sole presenter unless otherwise noted.

i. Invited Talks, etc.
Invited Talks:


88. Dugan, Laura, “Terrorism and Crime: How Criminologists Contribute to Understanding and Reducing Terrorism,” Faculty Seminar, School of Criminology and Justice Studies at University of Massachusetts-Lowell, October 2015.

89. Dugan, Laura, “A Broader Understanding to Countering Terrorism,” Seminar for PhD Students, Florida International University, School of International & Public Affairs, October 2015.


92. Dugan, Laura, “Collecting Government Actions in Terror Environments (GATE),” Large Scale Data in the Study of Contentious Politics meeting, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, April 2014.

93. Dugan, Laura, “A Broader Understanding to Countering Terrorism,” Dean’s Distinguished Lecture Series, University of Texas San Antonio, College of Public Policy, February 2014.


95. Dugan, Laura, “Efforts to Control Terrorism in the Middle East,” Director’s Speaker Series, Mershon Center for International Security Studies, The Ohio State University, Columbus, OH, September 2013.

97. Dugan, Laura, “Terrorism and Crime: Their Similarities, Differences, and Lessons Learned,”
   - Research Lecture Series, University of South Florida, Department of Criminology, April 2013.
   - Criminology in Practice Seminar, University of Pennsylvania, Department of Criminology Masters of Science Candidates, September 2012.


100. Dugan, Laura, “Moving Beyond Deterrence: The Effectiveness of Raising the Benefits of Abstaining from Terrorism in Israel,” Brown Bag Seminar at the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), Washington, DC,
   - June 2012.
   - June 2011.


- Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Workshop on Intelligence and Security Informatics, Singapore, April 2006.


118. LaFree, Gary and Laura Dugan, “Creating and Exploiting a Comprehensive Terrorist Event Database,”


124. Dugan, Laura, “Exposure Reduction or Retaliation? The Effects of Domestic Violence Resources on Intimate Partner Homicide,”

- Crimes Against Children Research Center's "Decline in Sexual Abuse Cases" Panel, Sponsored by the Crimes Against Children Research Center, University of New Hampshire, Rockville, MD, November 2000.


Workshops and Lectures:


132. Guest Lecturer, “Evaluating the Continuum of Efforts by the State to Control Terrorism,” Johns Hopkins University School of Education, Division of Public Safety Leadership, Masters of Science in Intelligence Analysis, Terrorism, Concepts, Threats, and Delivery,
   a. Fall 2014
   b. Fall 2013.
   c. Fall 2012.
   d. Fall 2011.
   e. Spring 2011.

133. Guest Lecturer, “Longevity, Activity, and Lethality of Terrorist Organizations,” MOOC for Understanding Terrorism and the Threat of Terrorism course offered by START (National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and Response to Terrorism), University of Maryland, Spring 2014.

134. Guest Lecturer, “Terrorist Weapons and Tactics,” MOOC for Understanding Terrorism and the Threat of Terrorism course offered by START (National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and Response to Terrorism), University of Maryland, Spring 2014.

135. Guest Lecturer, “Using Quantitative Data and Analysis to Better Understand Terrorism and Stop it,” on-line course for START’s graduate certificate, Spring 2013.


137. Guest Lecturer, “The Global Terrorism Database (GTD),” on-line course for START’s graduate certificate, Spring 2012.


139. Lecturer, “Mandatory Arrests in DV Cases: Laws that Began with Good Intensions,” Into the Light VI, Training on Domestic Violence: Will the Story Ever Change, Fall, 2008.

140. Lecturer, “Terrorism Attacks on Transportation and Transportation Infrastructure,” Transportation Security Administration Training Seminar, Spring, 2008.


143. Guest Lecturer, “The Differential Risk of Retaliation by Relational Distance: A More General Model of Violent Victimization,” Graduate Student Associate Seminar, University of Missouri-St. Louis, Department of Criminology and Criminal Justice, Spring 2005.


147. Workshop Guest Lecturer with Dean Dabney, National Institute of Justice Data Resources Program Workshop: Integrating Qualitative Data with Quantitative Studies, Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research, Summer 2000.


ii. Refereed Conference Proceedings


iii. Unrefereed Conference Proceedings

iv. Conference Presentations (and author meets critic):


166. “Countering Terror in Israel: Considering both Repressive and Conciliatory Tactics to Reduce Terrorist Violence,” Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) International Conference on Intelligence and Security Informatics, Washington, DC, June 2012.

167. “Raising the Costs of Terrorist Violence or the Benefits of Nonviolence in the Middle East,” American Society of Criminology, Washington, DC, November 2011.


196. "Impact of Policies, Programs, and Exposure-Reducing Factors on Intimate-Partner Homicide,"
   - American Association for the Advancement of Science, Washington, DC, February 2000.
   - American Society of Criminology, Toronto, Canada, November, 1999.


199. “Explaining the Decline in Intimate Partner Homicide: The Effects of Changing Domesticity, Women’s Status, and Domestic Violence Resources,“
   - American Society of Criminology, San Diego, CA, November 1997.


h. Contracts and Grants

External Awards


203. National Science Foundation, $749,354 total costs, August 1, 2008 through July 31, 2011 (with an additional year no cost extension). Title: “The Ecology of Terrorist Organizations.” Senior Research Personnel, with Jonathan Wilkenfeld as the PI.


Internal Awards

214. ADVANCE Interdisciplinary and Engaged Research Seed Grants (UMD), $20,000 total costs, April 1, 2013 through March 31, 2014. Title: “What Type of Talk is Cheap? Dyadic Discourse in Political Violence.” Co-Principal Investigator with Brooke Liu (Department of Communication-UMD) and Erica Chenoweth.
Maryland Population Research Center, $6,000, July 31, 2002. Seed grant to facilitate proposal writing.

i. Fellows Prizes and Awards

216. Certificate of Commendation, in gratitude for dedication and service as a founding member of the Crime and Justice Research Alliance (CJRA, 2016)
218. ADVANCE Leadership Fellows Program (2012-2013)
222. Honorable Mention APPAM Dissertation Award (2000)
224. Outstanding Teaching Assistant Award, Carnegie Mellon University (1996)

j. Editorships, Editorial Boards, and Reviewing Activities for Journals and other Learned Publications

Editorships


Editorial Boards

229. Editorial Board, *Criminology* (2018-present)

Ad-Hoc Reviewer


k. Other

Datasets Developed:

234. Government Actions in Terror Environments (GATE), 1987-2013 with Erica Chenoweth

235. The Global Terrorism Database (GTD), 1970-2018 with Gary LaFree

Media Reports, Films, and Podcasts:


250. Interview on Turkish public television TRT’s international news channel, TRT TURK to discuss Dugan, Huang, LaFree, and McCauley (2008), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iFddXS_0nyQ&vtsession=P_70FNXa3OOR-n6eAGsEIRGeh_zZCHgs9cFArL6zaDamKlqcEtBgiBX_Mq3anxgFoFoBkGh6CqSr4okCHpZB243yn5ppzYX-4erlz3t2FHy1kAPOGxjHfikuS_029o6XtDmnZcMR_BX-127azobBiBpYheRa38mlZRoFzntPWkyCdmLHaucyHGeA4jBI0FN_s_Z21gCI1X2tROC6DEsQQQEwz-Fus9v-U6mQ0V0 (starting at 45:45), September 30, 2012.


256. American Sociological Review Podcast, “Laura Dugan and Erica Chenoweth discuss their article, ‘Moving Beyond Deterrence: The Effectiveness of Raising the Expected Utility of Abstaining from Terrorism in Israel,”
3. Teaching, Mentorship, and Advising

a. Courses taught in the last five years

CCJS 225 Responses to Violence
   Fall 2014 (enrollment 57)
   Fall 2016 (enrollment 48)
   Spring 2017 (enrollment 50)
   Fall 2017 (enrollment 48)

CCJS 611 Statistical Tools for Criminology and Criminal Justice (in Nanjing, China)
   Spring 2019 (enrollment 18)

CCJS 620 Fundamentals of Criminological Research
   Fall 2014 (enrollment 11)
   Fall 2015 (enrollment 17)

CCJS 621 General Linear Models in Criminal Justice Research,
   Spring 2014 (enrollment 9)
   Spring 2015 (enrollment 9)
   Spring 2017 (enrollment 13)
   Spring 2018 (enrollment 7)
   Spring 2019 (enrollment 10)
   Spring 2020 (enrollment 11)

CCJS 699 Independent Studies since Spring 2015
   Fall 2015 (1 student)
   Fall 2018 (1 student)

CCJS 699N/PUAF 689T Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism
   Fall 2016 (17 students)

CCJS 710 Limited Dependent Variables in Criminology
   Fall 2017 (5 students)
   Fall 2018 (5 students)
   Fall 2019 (8 students)

b. Course or Curriculum Development

I developed all of the courses listed above.
BSOS 388B Innovation and Terrorist Tactics – developed and prepared
CCJS 225 Responses to Violence was a new preparation.
CCJS 699N/PUAF 689T Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism – developed and prepared

g. Extension Activities
Developed and runs the Statistical Applications in Criminology and Criminal Justice (SACC) monthly lecture series for graduate students and interested faculty (2007-present)

4. Service
   a. Professional Service
      i. Offices and committee memberships held in professional organizations.
         1. Chair (elected), Division of Terrorism and Biased Crime, American Society of Criminology (ASC, 2019-2021)
         2. Vice President (elected), American Society of Criminology (ASC, 2018-2020)
         3. Chair, Publications Committee, American Society of Criminology (ASC, 2019-2020)
         4. Member, RESOLVE Research Advisory Council (2019-present)
         5. Member, Publications Committee, American Society of Criminology (ASC, 2018-2019)
         6. Board Member, Consortium of Social Science Associations (COSSA, 2017-2019), American Society of Criminology’s Liaison to COSSA.
         7. Executive Counselor (elected), Division of Terrorism and Biased Crime, American Society of Criminology (ASC, 2016-2018)
         8. Board Member, American Society of Criminology/Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences Crime & Justice Research Alliance (CJRA, 2014-2016)
        10. Executive Counselor (elected), American Society of Criminology (2013-2016)
        11. Chair, American Society of Criminology National Policy Committee (2013-2016)
        12. Policy Panel Organizer, Program Committee, American Society of Criminology (2013-2016)
        13. Chair, Committee on Law and Justice Statistics of the American Statistical Association (2011-2014)
        14. Member, American Society of Criminology Sutherland Award Committee (2011)
        15. Vice Chair, Committee on Law and Justice Statistics of the American Statistical Association (2010)
        16. Member, Committee on Law and Justice Statistics of the American Statistical Association (2009-2011)
17. Member, Children’s Justice Act Committee, Maryland’s Governor’s Office of Crime Control and Prevention (2008)

18. Member, College of Reviewers for the Canadian Research Chairs Program (2007-present)

19. Member, Constitution and Bylaws Committee, American Society of Criminology (2005-2006)

20. Member, Global Terrorism Database Criteria Committee (2006)


23. Steering Committee Member, National Consortium on Violence Research (NCOVR) (2002-2008)


ii. Reviewing activities for agencies and other universities


27. Crime Solutions Resource Center, Office of the Assistant Attorney General, ongoing 2011-present


29. National Science Foundation, Law and Social Science Panel, November 2009

30. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, CDC Special Emphasis Review Panel, March 2007

31. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. CDC Review Panel, April 2004

32. Governor’s Office of Crime Control and Prevention (MD), Children’s Justice Act Committee Review Panel, July 2009

iii. Other unpaid services to local, state and federal agencies

34. Board of Directors Member, Community Mediation Maryland, 2013-2016.


36. Consultant, 2005-2008 Terrorism Metrics Brain Trust for the National Counterterrorism Center. Brain-storming session to help design an open source terrorism database, July each year.

37. Researcher, Strategic Approaches to Community Safety Initiative (SACSI), a Department of Justice initiative designed to encourage local U.S. Attorneys in 10 cities to form partnerships with local community groups, agencies, and researchers to address a particular crime problem, 2001

38. Consultant, evaluation design and implementation, Pennsylvania Coalition Against Domestic Violence, Protection From Abuse Act Database Project, 2000-2001


40. Workshop Discussant, Measurement Issues in Criminal Justice Survey Research, Sponsored by the National Research Council Committee on National Statistics, Summer 2000

iv. Paid consultancies

41. Senior Advisor on Counterterrorism on Department of State funded Algeria RSI Evaluation, Development & Training Services, Inc., April 2014-June 2014.

42. Advisory Panel Expert on Countering Violent Extremism, Development & Training Services, Inc., for an evaluation for the Department of State, June 2013-March 2014.

43. Statistical Consultant, Enhanced Nurse Family Partnership Study, funding by the Centers for Disease Control, Spring 2011.

44. Consultant, data analysis and survey design, Pashek Associates (site planning, landscape architecture, recreation planning, and urban design firm), 1995-1999

45. HIV/AIDS Community Prevention Planning Committee Intern, PA Department of Health, Bureau of HIV/AIDS, Summer 1994

46. Contracted Researcher, University of Pittsburgh, Summer 1994

b. Campus

i. Departmental

47. Associate Chair, Department of Criminology and CJ (2018-present)

48. Member, Human Relations Committee, Department of Criminology and CJ (2019-2020)

49. Chair of ad hoc Nominations Committee, Department of Criminology and CJ (2013-2014)
50. Director of Graduate Studies, Department of Criminology and CJ (2009-2014)

51. Chair of Graduate Admissions Committee, UMD, Department of Criminology and CJ (2009-2014)

52. Chair of Awards Committee, UMD, Department of Criminology and CJ (2009-2014)

53. Awards Committee, UMD, Department of Criminology and CJ (2007-2015)

54. Appeals Committee, UMD, Department of Criminology and CJ (2007-2009)

55. Human Relations Committee, UMD, Department of Criminology and CJ (2003-2009)

56. Unofficial Chair of Statistical Advisory Committee, UMD Department of Criminology and CJ (2007-present)

57. Statistical Advisory Committee, UMD, Department of Criminology and CJ (2001-present)

58. Faculty Search Committee, GSU, Department of Criminal Justice (1999-2000)

59. Ad hoc Committee to update the GSU, Department of Criminal Justice web site (1999)

60. Web master, Department of Criminal Justice (1999-2001)

61. Ph.D. Planning Committee, GSU, Department of Criminal Justice (1999-2001)

ii. College

62. Search Committee for BSOS Associate Dean of Research (2013)

63. Chair, Faculty Search Committee, START Center (2012)

64. Search Committee for Chair of African American Studies (2010)

65. Faculty Oversight Committee, Terrorism Studies Minor Program (2007-present)

66. Candidate Screening Committee, Maryland Population Research Center, UMD (2007-2008)


68. Executive Committee, Maryland Population Research Center, UMD (2002-2004)

69. College Research Committee, GSU, College of Health and Human Sciences (2000-2001)

iii. University
70. Past Chair, University Senate (2021-2022)
71. Chair, University Senate (2020-2021)
72. Member, Senate Nominations Committee (2020)
73. Chair Elect (elected position), University Senate (2019-2020)
74. Member, Facilities Advisory Committee (2019-2020)
75. Member, Facilities Council (2019-2020)
76. Member, University Library Council (2019-2020)
77. Member, Senate Executive Council (2019-2022)
78. Chair, Senate Committee on Committees (2019)
79. Member, University Senate (2018-2022)
80. Chair, Selection Committee for the Flagship Fellows (2017)
81. Member, Graduate Council (2012-2015)
82. Member, Selection Committee for the Research and Support Awards (RASA, 2011-2018)